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ADAPTING TO
CLIMATE CHANGE
Climate change poses great challenges for cities as urban
living spaces. Despite the successes of climate protection,
global climate change is advancing and has also become a
palpable reality in Vienna. Our citizens, too, are aware of the
increase of heat waves and episodes of heavy precipitation
that have characterised recent decades. Thus the average
annual temperature in Vienna has gone up by fully two
degrees Celsius over the past four decades.
The City of Vienna has always viewed the adaptation
to climate change as an element of climate policy and
hence as a necessary and equivalent complement to its
Climate Protection Programme.
Following the preceding initiative “Climate Protection
and Education”, the Executive Offce for the Co-ordination of Climate Protection Measures (MD-KLI) has
launched another successful initiative for 2017 and
2018. Like its predecessor, “Adapting to Climate Change” aims at informing and imparting climate education.

“Vienna is to remain the world’s most liveable
city; therefore we will above all create more shady
spots and green spaces; we will green more buildings and increase the number of water bodies in
the metropolis.”

Mayor Michael Ludwig
supports the initiative
“Adapting to Climate Change”

Caring about the environment
makes you climate-smart!

The initiative boasts a broad thematic basis and pools
competences of various municipal departments, executive groups of the City of Vienna and many other
partners including “DIE UMWELTBERATUNG” (Eco
Counselling) and the Municipal Department for Environmental Protection (MA 22).

CLIMATE EDUCATION
FOR YOUNG AND OLD
The initiative comprises a wide range of activities for children, adults, companies and public administrative institutions. There are interesting offerings for all age groups, ranging
from scientifc conferences and workshops to
climate quiz wheel shows and information
events.
The mascots Mr Clever and Ms Savvy present
activities specifcally designed for children.

Visit the website www.klimaschlau.wien.gv.at to fnd out
more about this initiative (in German).

AN EXCHANGE OF
EXPERIENCE BETWEEN
SCIENTISTS AND MUNICIPAL
ADMINISTRATORS
Already for the 18th time, the country’s top climate researchers met in May 2017 for the Austrian Climate Day at
Vienna University.
The workshop KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE “Climate Change in Vienna” was specifcally dedicated to networking and knowledge transfer: on 23 Mai 2017, leading
scientists and experts of Vienna’s City Administration
addressed current aspects of climate adaptation at Vienna University.
The workshop was organised and held under the aegis
of the Executive Offce for the Co-ordination of Climate
Protection Measures (MD-KLI) in co-operation with the
Climate Change Centre Austria (CCCA).
The focus was on the urgent questions of actors charged with implementing measures for adapting to climate change in Vienna. Which answers can scientists

“STAYING COOL IN THE
MATZNERVIERTEL –
IDEAS TO COMBAT HEAT
IN THE CITY”
At a neighbourhood festival in the Matznerviertel (part of
the 14th municipal district) on 22 September 2018, experts
from various disciplines addressed the challenges resulting
from hot spells in the city under the aegis of the Executive
Offce for the Co-ordination of Climate Protection Measures.
Refecting on the example of the Matznerviertel, the
panellists discussed relevant effects and highlighted
ways of minimising heat-related problems, aided by
strong participation on the part of visitors.

provide? Which facts are still uncertain? Which felds
require further research? Interdisciplinary dialogue
sessions allowed for a lively exchange on the topical
relevance of climate change in Vienna. The participants
developed individual approaches and possibilities for
action to help cities adapt to climate change.
The Climate Day is an annual key networking event
of the Austrian scientifc community and in 2017 took
place from 22 to 24 May at Vienna University. While conceived as a scientifc conference, it also offers
events for an interested general public and aims to
provide an overview of current Austrian research activities in the felds of climate change and its effects,
adaptation measures and climate mitigation. The Climate Day is an open event that fosters and promotes
dialogue, debate and networking between scientifc
and non-scientifc groups.

AN ECONOMIC
ASSESSMENT OF CLIMATE
CHANGE IN VIENNA
Scientists of the University of Graz and of the Alpen-Adria-Universität Klagenfurt developed an economic assessment of the effects of climate change.
For this study, the costs of preventing an in-crease of
both the heat-island effect and of early deaths caused
by heat (waves) and in-creasing in number due to demographic and climate change were specifcally determined for Vienna; moreover, the consequential costs
of climate change, as far as relevant for Vienna, were
proportionately extrapolated for the Aus-trian capital
on the basis of the nationwide Cost of INaction (COIN)
project for the period until 2050.

Download the study (in German) at:
www.wien.gv.at/umwelt/klimaschutz/pdf/coin.pdf
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Climate Change Adaptation

• since 2011
topics health,
• ~ 90 acitivities in the main
energy, water supply, urban, planning,
trafc, city vegetation

On behalf of the City of Vienna, a representative of MD-KLI
actively participated in the 3rd European Climate Change
Adaptation Conference (ECCA) in Glasgow.

Energy Supply and
Consumption

Health

Heat Guide for the Viennese
Population

District Cooling

Trafc

Air Conditioning in the Public
Transport (Subway, Tram, Bus)

Water Disposal

Promotion of Rainwater
Management Solutions

Nature Conservation
Building Operations for
Wildlife in the City

Forestry

Climate Change Adapted Selection
of Avenue Trees

Adaptation to Climate
Change in Vienna
(Model Projects)

Civil Protection

Agriculture

Extensive Flood Protection
(Danube, …)

ETC-Project „Organic Viticulture“:
Practical Seminars for Interested
Wine Growers

further
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Urban Planning

Strategy Plan „Urban Heat Islands“
(UHI): Selective Measures against
Overheating in the Urban Areas
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Fresh Water Supply

900 Drinking Water Fontains
over the City of Vienna

VIENNA AT THE
3RD EUROPEAN CLIMATE
CHANGE ADAPTATION
CONFERENCE
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Poster presentation of the City of Vienna

The conference contributions were dedicated to a variety of topics, such as food protection, forestry and
agriculture or health. Lectures on the problem of heat
in the city were of particular interest for Vienna (urban
heat islands, health effects, etc). The city’s efforts to adapt to climate change were showcased in the context of
a poster presentation.
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FIRST
DIALOGUE EVENT
The dialogue event “Adapting to Climate Change” held on
20 March 2017 at Vienna City Hall met with keen interest.
Numerous interested experts and executives from the
Vienna City Administration as well as invited external
specialists learned about the status quo of climate change and relevant efforts and activities in Vienna and
were given an opportunity to discuss new approaches
in the context of an afternoon workshop series to establish how the City of Vienna could meet the challenge
of climate change more systematically and effectively
in the future.

Climate protection and climate change
as equivalent policy pillars
In Vienna, climate protection may look back on a long
tradition. Through the implementation of the Climate
Protection Programme (KliP), which was adopted in
1999 and frst updated in 2009, it was possible to reduce the volume of per-capita greenhouse gas emissions by roughly 34 percent between 1990 and 2016.
Despite the successes of climate protection, global climate change is advancing and has also become a palpable reality in Vienna. Our citizens, too, are aware of
the increase of heat waves and episodes of heavy precipitation that have characterised recent decades. Thus
the average annual temperature in Vienna has gone up
by fully two degrees Celsius over the past four decades.
Above all cities as urban living environ-ments are faced

with massive challenges, since it is evident that the risks for inhab-itants, municipal infrastructure or urban
green zones are bound to increase.
For this reason, Vienna must provide an-swers to the
two burning challenges of climate protection and climate change. While, based on the strategic aim of the
2015 Paris Agreement, the objective of climate protection must be decarbonisa-tion in the second half of this
century, ad-aptation to climate change as the second
goal should primarily lead to the avoid-ance of negative consequences as well as to the best possible use of
positive ef-fects. In this context, climate protection and
adaptation constitute equivalent pil-lars of climate policy at the national, inter-national and Viennese levels.
An important basis for adaptation is pro-vided by the
Urban Heat Islands Strategy Plan (UHI STRAT) Vienna
of Municipal Department 22 (MA 22) – Environmental
Protection. Numerous measures have al-ready been implemented, such as the drinking fountain project or the
neigh-bourhood garden project. Yet further measures
are necessary to reduce heat stress in Vienna. The frst
steps towards a systematic implementation of such
measures were taken in the context of the programme
InKA (Infrastructural Adapta-tion to Climate Change
in Vienna) of the Executive Offce for Construction and
Technology – Competence Centre for Green and Environmental Infrastructure and MA 22.

RESULTS OF DIALOGUE
EVENT – WHAT’S NEXT?
At the moment, around 90 ongoing projects focus on climate
change in Vienna.
They range from dealing with urban heat islands to the
selection of avenue tree species better suited for coping
with drought and heat or from measures to safeguard
drinking water supply under the conditions of climate
change to the development of awareness-raising campaigns for the population. The working groups discus-

sed the question of how to effectively continue this
future-oriented process to ensure that Vienna’s high
quality of life can be safeguarded against the background of worldwide climate change.

SECOND
DIALOGUE EVENT
The 2nd dialogue event “Adapting to Climate Change”, which
took place at Vienna City Hall on 13 June 2018, likewise
met with great success. Numerous interested experts and
executives from the Vienna City Administration as well as
invited external specialists learned about the status quo
of knowledge regarding climate change as well as about
relevant efforts and activities in Vienna.
The event was conceived as a follow-up to its predecessor of March 2017 to provide concise information
about recent activities of Vienna’s City Administration.
Key projects for adapting to climate change in Vienna,
e.g. the study “Economic Evaluation of Climate Change
Impacts for Vienna – COIN”, the “Climate Maps” and
the “Learning Workshop Factsheets on Climate Change”, were presented and discussed.

RESULTS
In three interdisciplinary working groups moderated by the
Environment Agency Austria, participants considered ways
and means to transpose the project outcomes optimally into
the work on behalf of Vienna.
Coin
The frst working group focused on the study “Economic Evaluation of Climate Change Impacts for Vienna
– COIN”. It defned measures that could be taken in the
short and medium term to minimise the negative effects of heat waves. Important aspects of the discussion included:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Creating more green spaces
Interlinking open spaces
Providing more shady spots
Creating cool spaces
Installing more drinking fountains
Conducting targeted awareness-raising measures

Clima Maps

“In the 30 years from 1976 to 2005, Vienna experienced almost

The second working group addressed the question of
how the “Climate Maps” could be put to best use, e.g. in
urban planning. Moreover, aspects of EDP technology
were discussed as well.

twice as many heat waves on an annual average as in the 30

Factsheets

years from 1961 to 1990, with the curve pointing further upward.

The third working group “Learning Workshop – Factsheets on Climate Change” developed ideas on how to
use the factsheets to communicate relevant information to various target groups. This is to raise awareness of the important issue of climate change and the
necessary adaptation to this phenomenon.

Climate change will continue in the future. As a society, we must
respond in a twofold manner: with climate protection and by
adapting to climate change.”
Christine Fohler-Norek
Climate Protection Co-ordinator of the City of Vienna

WORKSHOP “ENERGY WITH
IMAGINATION”
On 8 June 2017, the workshop “Energy with Imagination”
motivated about 25 pupils of the New Middle School in
Spallartgasse (14th municipal district) to engage with the
topic of energy and climate.
The workshop conveyed a hands-on understanding of
energy and energy resources and highlighted the interactions of energy consumption and climate.

WORKSHOP
“LESS IS FAIR”
On 20 June 2017, the Climate Alliance Austria or-ganised
the workshop “Less Is Fair” at the Voca-tional School for
Trade and Travel in Hütteldorfer Strasse 7-17 (15th municipal district).
During this event, students learned about the skewed
distribution of resource consumption vis-à-vis the
world’s population in a fun, relaxed setting. They refected on their own consumption behaviour, found
out about its impact on the climate and were encouraged to take small steps to promote global justice. The
framework for the event was provided by a “Con-fairrence”. Both entire classes and small groups of young
people experienced the signifcance of the motto “Less
Is Fair” in an entertaining, ludic and creative manner.

CLIMATE QUIZ WHEEL AT
END-OF-TERM PARTY 2017
The fnal exams had already been graded, and the sun was
beaming outside: from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. on 26, 27 and 28
June 2017, schoolchildren and their teachers enjoyed carefree hours at the Vienna end-of-term party “Hot in the City”.
With numerous stations, workshops and competi-tions, Vienna’s unique end-of-term event once more
took place at the public lido “Gänsehäufel”. In 2017,
“Hot in the City” extended over fully three days to ensure that all interested schools and their pupils would
have an opportunity to partici-pate.
Attractions included the climate quiz wheel, which
enabled interested youngsters to learn about cli-mate
protection in an easy, playful way.

APCC SPECIAL REPORT ON
HEALTH, DEMOGRAPHICS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE

STREETS AHEAD

The health effects of climate change can already be felt today. Current projections of future climate conditions indicate
high risks for the health of people all over the world.
On behalf of the Austrian Climate and Energy Fund, a
team composed of 66 researchers developed the first
national status report on health, demographics and climate change for Austria; MD-KLI, too, was involved in
the stakeholder process. The report was presented to
the general public in September 2018.
According to the report, climate and health must not be
viewed separately, but holistically as elements of overlapping systems. It is essential to strengthen the climate-specific health literacy of healthcare workers and
citizens, with particular assistance extended to weaker
population groups. All strata of the population should
have easy access to information about healthy lifestyles. Changes in behaviour, e.g. in the fields of nutrition
or mobility, have a positive effect on the climate and
on health. A healthier diet with seasonal, high-quality
foodstuffs also makes a significant contribution to climate protection. Moreover, the focus on public transport and active mobility is particularly apt for cities:
travelling by bike or on foot not only cuts down on
emissions, but above all fosters health-promoting exercise in everyday life.

The advancing climate change and Vienna’s growth into a
metropolis with two million inhabit-ants create a big challenge for open spaces in the Austrian capital.
Due to the necessary inner-city compaction pro-cess, it
is to be expected that formerly often ne-glected green
and open spaces – the green in-frastructure – will come
under increasing utilisation pressure.
Since the development and expansion of green infrastructure constitutes an important tool for adapting to
climate change, it is above all road space – up to now an
underused resource – that will begin to play a central
role in this connection.
The project “Vienna – Streets Ahead” (From traffic artery to lifeline – road space and the street net-work as
green infrastructure) analysed this ne-glected potential
for the Viennese case in the context of interdisciplinary
co-operation with stu-dents of architecture and spatial planning, result-ing in the development of concrete
planning and design suggestions.

„

Streets are “invisible” open spaces outside
every building: evenly distributed, they permeate the entire city down to the last corner
and in this process ensure the accessibility of
each plot of land. As spaces of movement for
all, streets are part of “public space”, which
also means that they can be “tapped” comparatively easily for an “urban reconstruction
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process” designed with both the climate and
people in mind.

